
The 1/54e de Ligne occupy the orchard but are in great 

disorder and spend their time trying to regain it. They 
cannot continue to attack the farm and this job falls to 

the 1/55e de Ligne. They attack alone as their 2nd

battalion refuses to charge. 1/55e press on with the 

attack but are repulsed in their initial attempt  seen from 

two different angles in 1 & 2. Chris chose to lead the 
attack with Charlet himself and the colonel of the 
1/55e. This added 4 extra combat dice to the attackers 
giving them a significant edge in the first bound. There 

are however serious consequences if your officers 
become casualties!
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EVENT:
A randomly selected advancing French brigade (Bourgeois) runs into heavy 
wet ground and slow down considerably for this turn. The Emperor feels  much 

worse. His doctor forces him to go and a lie down in La Belle Alliance.
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The 95th.. A Rifleman’s tale
A three company detachment of the 95th in open order was the 

main playing unit of Paul McLauchlin for much of the first 10 
turns of the battle. Originally positioned in the sandpit north of 
La Haie Sainte, Paul moved them out to harass the attack 
columns of Bourgeois’s Brigade as it climbed the slope. They 

were very successful in this role causing many casualties and 
only retired in the mid afternoon when large numbers of 
cuirassiers began to move up. Here they can be seen pouring 
fire into the 105e de Ligne out of shot.
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F I B U A

Built up areas are classified by size and by construction. La 
Haie Sainte was designated as 2B. To capture it the French 
needed to win two consecutive rounds of close combat across 
2 turns as opposed to the way normal close combat works with 
resolution in a single game phase. The process of reinforcing 

from the perspective of both attackers and defenders is a 
delicate and tricky issue of judgement… also very exciting!
The number of defenders is contingent on the size of the BUA 
in this case a 2B which accommodates 6 combat groups

equivalent to 480 men.
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1st KGL Light Bn

As the fighting went against the brave defenders Ray 
committed reinforcements from 1st KGL Light but by then the 
1/55e were over the eastern wall and through the gate and 
had been reinforced by 2/55e de Ligne.
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Major Baring and his hard fighting 200 remaining men from the 2nd KGL Light Battalion in 
the farm are under pressure. Despite being reinforced by a further 200 men from the 1st 
KGL Light who have crept down from the ridge behind, the farm falls to a determined 

attack by Quiot’s battalions. Only 20 men and Major Baring escape back to the Allied 
lines. 
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Bonaparte is 
still sick-a-bed! 

Although the farm is secure, five of Quiot’s

eight battalions have been forced back 
towards their own start lines by the guns of 
Roger’s and Ross’s batteries and Whinyates
rockets. The French now have their first 
objective but it is particularly vulnerable to 

an Allied counterattack as the new garrison 
has no support whatsoever. Curiously, the 
Allies do not make any moves to retake the 
farm despite the isolation of the tired victors. 
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The critical moment in the battle?
My own view is that at their moment of victory, Quiot’s Division were at their most vulnerable. Three disordered and to varying degrees 
depleted battalions occupied the ruined farm and environs. A further two of the division’s battalions were faltering as they navigated the wheat 

field just below the crest summit east of the
farm. These were being harried mercilessly by three companies of the 95th Rifles who had emerged from the sandpit onto the knoll  to its 

east. From here they punished the two remaining battalion columns from
Bourgeois’s brigade trying to get forward from the wheat field. One attempted to charge and failed. Casualties were very heavy particularly
amongst the 1/28th Line who suffered 75% losses – the result of the Rifles efforts and flanking fire at canister range from Roger’s 9pdrs. The 

remainder of the division was retreating in some disorder back towards La Belle Alliance because of the attentions of other Allied batteries 
and Whinyates’s rocketmen. The French had no further support near the farm and the 1st Division’s artillery had fled the field 
in panic after being hit whilst moving their guns into position near the farm. The Allies did not have any battalions within charge reach of the 
farm at that moment but within two turns Kempt’s and 2 battalions from
Ompteda’s brigade could have mounted a successful counter attack. All of the French Reserve artillery was pulling out to refit. The WEST 

Table was effectively silent and no French cavalry were available. If the Allies had attacked the farm between 1340 and 1420 they would have 
undone everything achieved by Quiot up to that point. Alas, the ridge remained empty and nothing moved apart from Whinyates’s rocketmen, 
Roger’s and Ross’s batteries continuing to fire and Major Baring and the remnants of his garrison rallying on the uncommitted half of the 1st

KGL  Light Battalion near the sunken road west of the crossroads. Perhaps the Allied team saw it differently but my opinion is that this period 
was not where the French won the battle but where the Allies lost it.

EVENT:
Whinyate’s troop of rocket armed Horse Artillery 
appears on the ridge near the crossroads. They set 

up their contraptions and loose some rockets
during Artillery Phase of the turn. On a 50% chance 

the rockets go in the right direction (luckily in this 
case they did!). The leading French battalion from 

Bourgeois’s brigade checks Resolve on a -1 

modifier. Although no casualties are a component of 
the event, the Frenchmen are suitably spooked and 

stop on the lower reach of the ridge east of La Haie
Sainte.
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Whinyates troop fired their final rocket salvo and spooked
a further enemy battalion into hesitation and indecision. 

Elsewhere the Allied guns hold fire thus preserving 
ammunition and position for the ordeal to come. This was an 
intelligent use of artillery and in line with the stringent 
conditions inflicted on the profligate wargaming artillerists 
whom R2E does not tolerate!!

Unseen and thus unlamented or celebrated, one of Best’s 

Hanoverian militia battalions, invisible to the French, loses its 
nerve and runs from the field. This further weakens and 
already shaky sector of Wellington’s line. 

TURN 7 1340 hours. Initiative:TURN 7 1340 hours. Initiative:

EVENT:
A reinforcing division is made available early. 
Watier’s 13th Cavalry Division arriving up the 

Charleroi road . Napoleon is sitting up in his cot but 
is still poorly.
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2. Bijlandt’s gallant brigade comes under increasing pressure 

from enemy artillery. Two of its battalions fall back over the 
crest from the ‘killing zone’ into the ‘dead ground’. The 
remainder stand including the redoubtable 7th Belgian Line 
(more of these heroes later).   
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1.Watier’s 13th Cavalry Division is entirely 
composed of Cuirassiers. In total there are 
nearly 1,400 in 11 squadrons. The regiments 
are all Elite with the 1st and the 7th rated as 

Veteran. Although a potent force their point of 
arrival on the French right created a conundrum 
for their commander Chris Stone as they had no 
cohesive infantry support and were somewhat 

vulnerable.
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History unfair to Bijlandt ?
The Dutch Belgian Brigade under Bijlandt are often written off as 
uncommitted and cowardly cannon fodder. Not so. They fought very
well at Quatre Bras sustaining significant losses and stood in an 
exposed position for over an hour under 80 French cannon at 
Waterloo. In our game they performed admirably and although 

ultimately broken, stood for over two hours before finally secumbing
to the steam roller pictured in 4. The 7th Belgian Line were a rock 
against which several French attacks foundered until finallly they fled 
before a cuirassier charge about 1630 hours.
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